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Helping make Western Australia
the safest place in the world
to bring up children
Ngala kaaditj Wadjuk Noongar moort keyen kaadak nidja boodja
We would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians
of the land on which we meet - the Wadjuk people of the
Noongar nation, their elders past, present and emerging.
For more than a century, Parkerville Children
and Youth Care has been supporting vulnerable
children, young people, and families who have
experienced abuse – and the resilience they display
never ceases to amaze us.
Our historic main campus, under the gum trees
in the foothills of Perth, symbolises the heart
of our network which has grown to create the
Parkerville Universe.
Parkerville Children and Youth Care’s world-leading
Child Advocacy Centres, community and schoolbased support, and therapy services across Perth
and regional Western Australia each play an integral
role in achieving our mission to help make Western
Australia the safest place in the world to bring up
children.
We believe everyone deserves the opportunity to
realise their full potential and live their best life with
the very best help we can provide. The inspiring
children, young people, and families we serve are
truly at the centre of our Universe, and they guide
and shape everything we do so they can flourish
and thrive.

Our Values
Bold and Courageous
We stand up for what is right and
assist to amplify the voices of the
children, young people, families and
communities we support.
Curious and Humble
We search out information and
data that will help us remain at the
forefront of all that we do.

Caring and Respectful
We acknowledge and embrace the
diversity and individuality of everyone
we meet and all those we serve.
Hopeful
We believe in the power of positivity
and are optimistic about change,
having faith that together we can
overcome any challenge we may face.
Truthful and Accountable
We are committed to being open,
honest and taking responsibility for
our actions.
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Message from our Chair
Hon. Wayne Martin AC QC

A year in review
The last year has been another year of great change and challenge but with the leadership and
commitment of everyone at Parkerville Children and Youth Care, we are moving to a more sustainable
future with children, young people, and families at the forefront of every decision we make.

Overcoming Challenges
Despite the ongoing effects of COVID-19, Parkerville
Children and Youth Care continue to provide exceptional
support to the community. We were able to do this with
support from everyone within the Parkerville Universe
and the unwavering support of the community.
The pandemic has had an adverse impact upon the
social health of our community, and has caused
increasing levels of mental illness, substance abuse and
domestic violence, all of which has adverse impacts on
vulnerable children and young people. The demand for
the services provided by our Child Advocacy Centres has
increased. Tragically, and shamefully, Western Australia
has the second highest rate of child sexual abuse in
Australia. Our constant challenge is to obtain the human
and financial resources which we need to meet the
increasing demand for our services.

We are improving the ways
we talk publicly about our
history so that we include
all the experiences of
former residents.
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We also need flexibility and a range of resources to
respond to the wide variety of needs we encounter
in the course of our work. To take just one example,
earlier this year the reunification of a child in Out of Home
Care with his mother (which is always a high priority
for us) was jeopardised by the mother’s unsatisfactory
accommodation arrangements. We were able to utilise
a property which we owned to enable reunification of
mother and child while the mother awaited the provision
of social housing (which occurred later).
These many and varied challenges have required a
renewed focus on effective governance and financial
sustainability. Our service delivery models are being
reviewed to ensure that we can continue to cover the
increasing cost of providing Out of Home Care and
therapeutic services to vulnerable children and young
people. We are also undertaking a major project to
ensure that all staff are remunerated in accordance with
applicable industrial awards and regulations, which has
proven to be a complex exercise.

Our constant challenge is to obtain
the human and financial resources
which we need to meet the increasing
demand for our services.

Historical Claims and Redress
During part of our history, particularly during the 1950s
and 1960s, some children and young people under our
care experienced harm. This is a matter of great shame
for us, as no child in our care should experience any
form of abuse or harm.
We are continuing to work through and respond to
claims from former residents in both the National
Redress Scheme and the civil courts. We take a
restorative justice approach to these claims, which are
handled with compassion and empathy. All court claims
to date have been resolved by agreement, although
others are pending. Older claims are generally not
covered by insurance. The resources required to meet
those claims have been set aside from long standing
capital reserves, so that the claims have no impact upon
the resources available for current operations or upon
the uses to which donated funds are put.

The Board
The last year has seen several changes within the Board.
We were thrilled to welcome four highly skilled business
and community leaders, Carol Innes, Dr Penelope Gillett,
Sarah Wells and Chris Allen.
We are grateful to have each of their unique skills and
qualities, as well as their dedication to guiding Parkerville
Children and Youth Care into a sustainable future for the
children, young people, and families we serve.
I would like to express our most sincere gratitude to
Penny San Martin, who stood down after more than
10 years of service on the Board in the time consuming
and vital role of Treasurer, and Deidre DeSouza whose
role as the Fundraising Committee Chair was integral
during 2020. Thank you Penny and Deidre for your
dedication to Parkerville Children and Youth Care for
the impact you have had on the community and the
Parkerville Universe.

Our Future
Parkerville Children and Youth Care is brimming with
highly skilled, caring individuals who are dedicated to
providing the best support to the children, young people,
and families we serve. We have many exciting projects
underway and keep the best interests of our children and
young people at the forefront of everything we do.
With the support of the community and the Parkerville
Universe, Parkerville Children and Youth Care’s future is
bright, leading to a better future for everyone we serve.
Thank you for being a part of our Universe.
Hon. Wayne Martin AC QC
Chair of the Board
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CEO Update
Kim Brooklyn

A year of change
The last year has been one of change and adaptation. The Western Australian community has
faced immense change as a result of COVID-19, and yet has been fortunate on many levels
including low unemployment rates, state budget surpluses, and the GDP contribution to the
Australian budget being at an all-time high.
But it hasn’t been a good year for many in our
community - we have seen a 10% increase in reported
child sexual abuse; increased incidences of family
and domestic violence; increasing numbers of
people experiencing homelessness; limited access
to affordable housing; and more people experiencing
mental health issues. It is said that COVID-19 has
created a situation where we are all in the same boat,
but here at Parkerville Children and Youth Care it seems
the size and quality of the ‘boats’ are vastly different
depending on your life or socio-economic situation.
We have noticed enormous yachts, speed boats and
cruisers, the quintessential tinny, or in the case of most
of the people we serve, rafts made from whatever they
can find to keep them and their families safe.     
While the above has been our external experience, our
organisation is working on adapting to life under a
pandemic and providing services to the community in
ways that are accessible, meaningful, and financially
responsible. We are committed to ensuring that
we remain sustainable so we can provide the best
possible service to the children, young people, and
families we serve, meaning we have had to adapt and
change. While change within an organisation can be
challenging, it is thanks to all in the Parkerville Universe
and their dedication to our cause that we continue
working towards our mission.

Our commitment to redress
and child safety
We continue to be truthful and accountable for the
parts of our history that resulted in some children in our
care suffering sexual abuse. It is not a history we are
proud of, and we are deeply and sincerely apologetic
to those people who suffered. We hope that in working
with former residents who were abused, they feel they
are heard and supported in ways that are caring and
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respectful, kind and compassionate, warm and genuine,
and assists in their healing journey.
The lessons of the past are ever present in the ways
we work with children today. As an accredited Child
Safe Organisation delivering quality services, our
teams’ dedication to valuing children and young people,
and our commitment to ensuring children and young
people’s voices are heard all play an important role in
ensuring we provide the best support and care possible
in a safe environment.

Remembering our achievements
Highlights this year include the success of our Out of
Home Care partnership approach in working with the
Department of Communities Child Protection teams.
We have tried to remain flexible and responsive in
our support of reunification and safe family contact.
This has resulted in some exceptional outcomes for
children. In one case we moved the children to a home
closer to where their mother lived so mum could be
more involved. These children now live with their
mum full time.
Our partnership with the WA Police Child, Abuse Squad
and Department of Communities Child Protection
and Family Support teams has delivered exceptional
outcomes to those children and young people who
have experienced child sexual abuse. As a result of
the generosity of funders, donors and philanthropists
we have been able to wrap supports around them to
reduce the impacts of the reporting experience and
to assist assist them to heal from the trauma they've
experienced. Feedback has shown this work makes an
enormous difference – the families whose lives have
been shattered by the disclosure of abuse say that
our team helps them to navigate a really distressing
and challenging time in ways that are compassionate,
professional and timely; and for the Detectives this has

meant they were able to do more community policing
work while our team was supporting the children and
families.
Our partnership with the Australian Centre for Child
Protection (ACCP) in the delivery of the Pursuit of
Excellence in Responding to Child Abuse and Neglect
in Western Australia (PERCAN WA) has seen the
design and delivery of trauma informed and evidencebased workforce development and capacity building
courses. Two courses were developed and delivered
to the Western Australian community, with another
in development. PERCAN WA is also working on
the codesign of a trauma healing model designed
specifically for Aboriginal people and communities,
being led by the ACCP.
Our services across the board saw an increase in need
and our teams responded in ways that were agile and
innovative, and ensured that children and young people
knew they had somewhere to get help and that they
matter a great deal.
Our school-based support services have provided
families the opportunity to build skills, engage and
connect with each other, access services and referrals
where needed and smooth the way for children entering
the education system.
At the organisational level, we are working on
leveraging the gifts and talents of all Parkerville
Children and Youth Care team members so that there
are both internal supports via peers and collegial
connections, and also so that all of our services
gain the benefit of the deep levels of knowledge
and expertise we have embedded throughout the
organisation.
Following a restructure and recruitment process,
our executive team is now complete and comprises
exceptionally talented and experienced people: Karen
Barker Executive Manager Community Services, Ra
Stewart Executive Manager Strategy and Business
Development, Tanya Payne General Manager Finance,
Tony Hansen General Manager Cultural Advisory
Services, and Adrian Robinson (Azure HR) People and
Culture Advisor.

Moving forward
Our partnership with Innovation Unit in codesigning
a new, inclusive and responsive way of delivering Out
of Home Care has expanded to over 150+ people. We
continue to apply codesign principles to our other
service and business models so that we remain
innovative in responding to complex needs. We are
particularly excited about our focus on building what
we call the Parky Universe. The Universe is really a
series of service and support constellations that come
together with the sole aim of assisting children, young
people, families, and communities. In practical terms
the Parky Universe is a radically child focussed/person
centred approach that requires us to provide anything
needed by a child, young person or family to address
their trauma or generalised needs.
Our approach requires us to be
service system navigators, collaborators
extraordinaire
and service delivery experts so that the
people we serve get the very best of
all that is on offer.
Our Parky Universe philosophy
is deceptively simple –
when a child or young person
is in need there shouldn’t
be a logo or ego in the way
of finding the best fit and
integrated solution.
Together we can make a
world of difference to the
world of a child, and in doing
so help WA to be the safest
place in the world for our children.
Kim Brooklyn
Chief Executive Officer
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Our Impact
Highlights for the 2020/2021 Financial Year
Our Purpose
The purpose of our organisation is to provide advocacy,
services and supports to reduce the impacts of child
abuse and other adverse childhood experiences - and
in doing so, help Western Australia become the safest
place in the world to bring up children.

158
Children and young people
supported through Protective
Behaviours

821
Families receive
intervention support after
experiencing abuse

13
Children and young people
were reunified with their families

26
Education, Employment and
Training students graduated

8
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128
Children and young people
supported by Therapeutic Services

1,070
Children affected by child
sexual abuse supported in our
Child Advocacy Centres

208
Children and young people
provided a safe place to live
in our Foster Care, Group Homes
and Youth Accommodation
More highlights on Page 15.

Murchison
District

Our
Universe
Our Home
The Parkerville Universe is working to
make an impact throughout Western
Australia so every child and young
person can reach their full potential,
despite the challenges they have faced.
While our Universe is far reaching,
we couldn’t do it without the warm
welcome we receive from the communities
within which we operate. Thank you to
everyone who shares their community with
Parkerville Children and Youth Care and
the children and young people we serve.

Metro District

Wheatbelt
District

Peel District

Joondalup
District

Great Southern
South West G
District
District

Midland
District

Mirrabooka
District

Perth
District

Cannington
District
Fremantle
District

Armadale District
Rockingham
District
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A Guiding Light
Therapeutic Services

No challenge too great or small
It has been a busy and full year for Therapeutic Services,
but one we have taken in our stride while we continue to
ensure we provide the best services.
There are a number of challenges that we have faced as
a result of the pandemic and other factors. Demand for
our services continues to outstrip our capacity to
provide much-needed support for children, young people
and their families impacted by adverse circumstances,
resulting in long waitlists.
A significant challenge we faced due to the pandemic
is how daily life was affected through restrictions
on movements and interactions. Suspicions about
child abuse or neglect are often reported by schools,
childcare centres, and other people or services children
regularly encounter. As a result, not only did the
restrictions impact the mental health of the children,
young people and families we serve, but they potentially
limited opportunities for child abuse and neglect to be
detected and reported.
The pandemic has affected the way families live
and work and may have made some families more
vulnerable. Therefore, we are anticipating that we will
see even more of an increased demand for services
as the impacts of the COVID-19 restrictions become
apparent.

A guiding light through any
challenge
Despite the challenges we have faced, we have
remained focused on our mission of making Western
Australia one of the safest places for children and young
people to live, and have remained agile and responsive
to those we serve. We are continuing to build our
teams to meet the demand for services and to support
the most vulnerable members of our community.
Our reputation in the field of trauma has resulted in
renewed contracts to assist children, young people and
their families who have experienced or been impacted
by sexual abuse. We continue to ensure we provide solid
evidence-based treatments and focus on achieving
improved outcomes for children and their families.
We have had additional staff trained in specialist
psychological interventions for complex trauma so we
remain at the forefront of contemporary practice in this
space. Our commitment to working in partnership with
other service providers and Government departments
means we provide an integrated wrap around service
and support system to ensure a 'no wrong door'
approach for children and families needing our support.

Creating a brighter future
We are excited about what the future holds as
we continue to test new service delivery models,
think innovatively to ensure our service delivery is agile,
person-centred, evidence-based, outcomes-driven,
and best practice informed.
Karen Barker
Executive Manager Community Services
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Ensuring a Bright Future
Therapeutic Services Story
At 5 years old, Grace was referred to the Parents and Childrens Therapeutic Service (PACTS)
for individual counselling following her experience of sexual abuse. Grace has a speech
impairment which meant she could not make the claim herself or be interviewed, however,
through the Protective Behaviours (PB’s) program and individual counselling, the team at
Parkerville Children and Youth Care worked to identify and reduce any trauma symptoms
resulting from the abuse and to support her family.
An initial assessment was first conducted with Grace’s
mother to confirm the information and details regarding
the circumstances. Grace’s mother engaged positively
with the clinician and was keen to support Grace
throughout the service due to her young age.
Grace received counselling to assist her to develop the
skills needed to help deal with all forms of difficult or
abusive situations. The program worked to empower
Grace to navigate difficult or hostile situations, instil the
right to feel safe, and gave strategies to help keep safe.
Grace demonstrated understanding of key concepts
and with some support and prompting, was able to
problem-solve a number of hypothetical scenarios.
Grace’s mother attended all of the sessions with Grace,
to ensure that the information could be used at home to
support ongoing learning, and also attended two parent
sessions that focussed on encouraging and supporting
Grace through the process and at home.

Throughout this time, Grace’s mother did not believe
Grace had any recollection of the abuse. Grace
appeared to be in a bright mood and engaged positively
throughout the process and did not reference her
experience directly. Grace was able to finish the
service at this time with her newly developed skills and
confidence in keeping safe.
To ensure Grace leads a life full of hope and wonder,
the team discussed the potential for latent trauma
impacts to arise in the future with Grace’s mother. Gave
her the necessary skills required to see the signs and
re-refer Grace to the service for further therapeutic input
should she notice any change in Grace’s presentation or
behaviour that concerned her. It was also recommended
that Grace should repeat the program in approximately
12-18 months to refresh her knowledge.
Grace’s engagement is a positive indicator for her future
but the ongoing support that her mother and the team at
Parkerville Children and Youth Care provide will ensure
her experience of abuse will not define her life. With the
skills and support that Grace has, her future is bright.

“The program worked to empower
Grace to navigate difficult or hostile
situations, instil the right to feel safe,
and gave strategies to keep safe.”
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A Safe Place of Hope
Child Advocacy Centres

With you at every step
Parkerville Children and Youth Care has an innovative,
multifaceted approach to supporting children,
young people, families, and communities who have
experienced abuse.
With Western Australia experiencing the second-highest
rate of reported child sexual abuse in the country,
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2020), Parkerville
Children and Youth Care’s Child Advocacy Centers are a
necessary and safe place of hope where professionals
from different disciplines come together to provide
specialist services for children and young people who
have experienced abuse, and also their families where it
is safe to do so.
WA Police, Child Protection Workers, Psychologists,
Child and Family Advocates, and Allied Health Workers
have also formed a dedicated Multiagency Investigation
and Support Team (MIST) to reduce the harmful impacts
of trauma from abuse.
The MIST is dedicated to supporting families throughout
disclosure and reporting of their abuse, to investigation
and then for as long as the family need it to, providing
comfort knowing they have somewhere to turn for
support during these immensely challenging times.

Empowering strength from within
The children and families arriving at our Child Advocacy
Centres are in crisis trying to navigate through
one of the most distressing situations imaginable.
Between July 2020 and June 2021, 1070 children who
experienced, or were affected by child sexual abuse,
were directly supported by MIST at a Parkerville Children
and Youth Care Child Advocacy Centres.
While it is saddening that these children need our
support, our team of advocates, psychologists and
support services are humbled to guide each child and
family on their path to recovery and find the resilience
and strength to rise above their experience. We always
remain hopeful for their future that they have been
provided with the skills and support they need to heal.
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As part of the support for the children and families at
our Child Advocacy Centres, we provide a Protective
Behaviours Program. The program provides children and
young people with strategies to respond appropriately
and effectively to preserve their physical and emotional
wellbeing through enhancing problem solving and
communication skills, empowering people to deal
with challenging or hostile situations, instilling the
right to feel safe and giving strategies to keep safe.
Further aspects of this training include upskilling
parents and those that work with children in recognising
the signs of child abuse, how to talk to children about
safety and secrets, how to respond to concerning child
sexualised behaviours and how to manage disclosures.
COVID-19 has brought numerous challenges to service
delivery, however, despite these challenges, the team
remained agile and adapted to meet the client’s needs.
As a frontline service, the team continued face-to-face
meetings with children, young people and families and
a number of safety precautions were implemented to
ensure the safety of everyone. There was a significant
increase in cyber safety and youth referrals requesting
support for families to obtain an increased awareness
and understanding of grooming behaviours, healthy
relationships and establishing personal boundaries
for self and others whilst online. These referrals were
catered for each client dependent on their needs.

A hopeful future
The Child Advocacy team continues to work closely
with the WA Police, Child Protection Workers, and
Allied Health Workers, collaborating to provide the best
support to children and young people, and their families.
The team is dedicated to supporting those who have
been impacted by sexual abuse, or are at risk of sexual
abuse, and are continually working to enhance our
services to meet our diverse community needs.
Lisa McAneny
Senior Child and Family Advocate

Learning for the Future
Education, Employment and Training Program

A fresh start to grow
Parkerville Children and Youth Care’s Education,
Employment and Training (EET) program provides
education and work skills development for young people
who have received multiple suspensions, are under threat
of exclusion, chronically truant or are school refusers.
Young people are given the opportunity to improve their
literacy and numeracy skills to a workplace standard
through daily intensive support from a qualified teacher
on site. We encourage young people to work towards
a personal goal of leaving EET to enter vocational
training, pre-apprenticeship training, employment or to
re-enter school.
Students are encouraged to consider a career they
would like to pursue, and are assisted to find suitable
work experience in that area. We encourage young
people to seek apprenticeships and traineeships or other
study options so they can enjoy a more secure and
prosperous future.

Empowering the next generation
Over the last year the EET program has helped students
advance their education, and for some, begin their
careers. The students attend the EET program for six
months to gain their Certificate II in Education, White
Card and key work skills. In the last year, we have seen
26 young people gain their Certificate II in General
Education for Adults.
The highlight for EET is always graduation. These young
people previously were not attending or had very low
attendance at school and it is a privilege to guide them
and see a dramatic change in attitude to education and
learning. Each year we are proud to support the young
people to grow and go on to further education or find
new employment opportunities.
We continue to see growth in demand for the program
and are experiencing an increase in Aboriginal
students enrolling. Previous students continue to
recommend the program after positive experiences
and outcomes for them.

Students often say to the team that their highlight is
that they achieved something they did not think they
could do. Towards the end of the program, students
are often asking for more classroom time and enjoy
learning. Three students from this year visited their high
school to show the school their certificates and share
their experience with their teachers.

A difference for the future
When the young people arrive at EET they are
disengaged from school, often have very low selfesteem and do not enjoy learning. The young people
leave EET with a purpose and feel empowered to go on
to further education and work. Each young person who
joins the EET program is truly amazing, they simply need
the right support to show themselves and the people
around them, how incredible they are.
As a preferred service provider for the Department of
Education, we take 24 students each year, however,
demand for EET continues to grow and unfortunately
this means we have to turn away young people.
Nevertheless, as we move into the new year we are
continuing to make a difference in the lives of each
young person who joins the EET program.
Anna Ellis
Education, Employment and Training Manager

Working Together
with our Community
Community Services Programs

Finding connection and a safe place
Parkerville Children and Youth Care’s community
services consist of a range of programs designed
to support the community with temporary
accommodation, parenting education, and connecting
the community with resources to meet their needs.
Parkerville Children and Youth Care runs both the
Westfield Park and Brookman Child and Parent
Centres supporting children 0-8 years, and their
parents, to achieve the best outcomes possible for
the children and empowering parents with knowledge
and skills to support their child’s development.
The School Based Support Program and Family-School
Support Program works with parents, children and
teachers to support engagement with schooling.
The Reconnect and Moving Out Moving On programs
are targeted at young people who are homeless or at
risk of homelessness, and their families. The services
provided are holistic and person-centred to support our
young people in achieving their goals. The Support and
Community Services program supports families who are
residing in crisis accommodation to attain and maintain
long term accommodation, while empowering the
family, to prevent and break the cycle of homelessness.

A purposeful year
Over the last year the community services programs
have worked together with children and families
accessing our supports in many meaningful ways.
Not only have we provided both intensive and wraparound supports for children, young people, and families,
but we have hosted community events, partnered
with other external agencies including not-for-profits,
local Government and state Government to provide
free and targeted services. It has been a privilege
to participate in health and wellbeing workshops,
CaLD and NAIDOC events, Children’s Week and Family
Week events.
The community services staff have had a fantastic
year. We have had some experienced and very talented
staff join the team who have helped to reinvigorate
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our services. Staff have had the opportunity to access
a variety of training to support their professional
development and this has led to greater service support
to our clients. Personal development opportunities have
included training for responding to and managing family
and domestic violence, child and adult mental health,
and culturally supportive engagement with clients from
diverse backgrounds.
The greatest highlight is the feedback we have received
from our clients.

“This was the first centre I have
attended with my child where we
were treated like friends instead of a
number to be serviced.”
Enhancing the meaning of community
The community service programs provide opportunities
to children for social engagement, which may not
normally be available to these children due to family
issues, financial stressors, or lack of opportunities and
awareness. This includes school holiday programs run
through our Child and Parent Centres and advocating
for children in crisis accommodation to spend time
with their peers and engage in social activities. We find
for the young people, they appreciate being treated
respectfully and feeling heard.
The outreach and school-based programs actively
support struggling families and children across
the Perth metropolitan area to find stable and safe
accommodation, support age-appropriate child
development, support young people to develop
social, professional and safety networks to be more
independent, and help children, young people and
families develop positive relationships with schools and
education providers.
Our Child and Parent Centres operate as a soft entry
point for families and children from all backgrounds to

engage in play-based learning and parent education. The
Centres operate as a one-stop hub of both Parkerville
Children and Youth Care and external services and
resources tailored to support families with the issues
they are experiencing. This gives ownership of the
Centres back to the community and demonstrates that
we are there to meet their needs.

Growing with our community
Unfortunately, we are seeing a rise in family and
domestic violence incidents and child and adult mental
health issues. This requires Parkerville Children and
Youth Care to continue to evolve to help meet these
needs for the communities in which we operate. Despite
this, we continue to remain optimistic as our current
and future services continue to reach more struggling
and at-risk children, young people and families, who
otherwise may not have access to such supports.

48

families supported

Support and Community Services Program

13,761

early intervention sessions

Child and Parent Centres

We look forward to continuing to evolve the services
we provide to further meet the needs of the community,
support the health, wellbeing and development of
children and young people, and empower families to
better support themselves.

58

We hope through building awareness we can reach a
stage where financial restrictions do not place limits
on the number of people we can support and to further
educate the community to recognise the difficulties
faced by so many.

Reconnect and Moving Out Moving On
Programs

individuals supported

17

Matthew Wilson
Manager Community Services

families supported

Family-School Support Program

133

children
supported

74

teaching staff
supported

School-based Support Services
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Our Journey Home
Out of Home Care

Overcoming any challenge
The last year has been lived with the ever-present
shadow of COVID-19. However, within that shadow,
the commitment and dedication of the team, and the
strength and resilience of the children, young people,
and families we serve has meant we continued to be a
shining light for vulnerable Western Australians.
This was so clearly demonstrated in early 2021 when we
experienced the incredible response throughout three
incidents taking place concurrently. Whilst in the middle
of a COVID-19 lockdown, the Perth Hills were faced with
ravaging fires which meant we had to enact our bush
fire evacuation plans. At the same time, our teams in the
Murchison were dealing with cyclone season and the
worst flooding experienced in the region for decades,
leaving some homes temporarily uninhabitable and
alternate housing needing to be sourced. The response
from staff during this time was truly awe-inspiring.
In addition, youth homelessness has increased
dramatically. The Youth Crisis Accommodation setting
has had an influx of calls regarding homelessness
not only within the 15 to 20 years age groups but also
from families and older adults who are at risk or are
homeless. The lack of accommodation options for
young people as exit points from crisis has led the
service to maintain clients beyond the 3 month stay.

Creating safety and stability
In a period of unpredictability where so much of
what we take for granted has been removed, stability
and predictability are so important and among the
foundational elements required for us to feel safe. It is
only within an environment of safety that we are able to
thrive, both as individuals and as communities.
Over the last 12 months, our focus has been to ensure
that we provide a safe environment for the children
and young people we support despite the challenges.
An environment that prioritises relationships based
upon safe and nurturing care. Through the passion
and dedication of our caregivers and all those who
work tirelessly to support them, we have managed to
achieve some truly wonderful outcomes for the children,
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young people and their families which, at times like this,
we must stop, reflect upon and celebrate. It is these
positive stories that continue to inspire us to do the
challenging work we do.
There are countless stories, where our team members
have gone above and beyond to achieve great outcomes
for those we support, stories of incredible resilience
demonstrated by the children, young people, and our
team, even in the face of unimaginable challenges.

An inspired future
The stories that have been shared with us bring
inspiration to our new Co-Designed Radically Shared
Care Model. A model which we designed, with the
support of Innovation Unit and over 150+ service users
during 2020. With the continued support of Innovation
Unit and funding support from Lotterywest, we are
prototyping throughout 2021 and into 2022.
The new model values relationships, connection to
family and community, and empowering children,
young people, and their families to have genuine input
into their experiences, with restoration of relationships
with family as the priority. We are incredibly thankful
and overwhelmed by the courage demonstrated by our
community members with lived experiences who have
shared their stories, despite the emotional difficulty
this often evokes. This ensures a better and brighter
experience for the children, young people, and families
we support now and into the future.
Johnny Rylatt
Principal Practice Lead, Out of Home Care

“The new model values
relationships, connection to
family and community, and
empowering children, young
people and their families…”

The Power of Hope
Out of Home Care Story

At just two years old, Mark and six of his siblings were placed into foster care to ensure they
were safe and cared for as their family home was not providing this. For six months, the siblings
were in care across a number of homes. The team at Parkerville Children and Youth Care
worked to offer a specialised foster care placement to reunify Mark and his siblings.
Mark’s new home provided him with a warm and
nurturing environment that allowed him to truly thrive
through therapeutic care focusing on reducing the
impact of trauma and maintaining a safe connection
with his family, to ensure he felt a strong sense of self
and belonging.

“Mark faced a difficult start in life
but with his determination and
unrelenting hope, and with the help
of our therapeutic team and carers,
he has turned his life around.”

At 16, Mark and his 17 year old brother moved to foster
care with a focus on preparing them for independence.
Mark thrived in his final two years in care and with the
support of his foster carers, Mark graduated Year 12 and
joined the Australian Army Reserve Program, a dream he
held for many years.
Mark faced a difficult start in life but with his
determination and unrelenting hope, and with the help
of our therapeutic team and carers, he is thriving. On his
18th birthday, Mark expressed thanks to all who came
on the journey with him and continues to regularly see
his foster carers.
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Our Commitment
to Redress
We are sorry
Parkerville Children and Youth Care, or Parkerville
Children’s Home as we were previously known,
have been providing residential care for children and
young people, who for various reasons were unable to
live with their families, in Western Australia since 1903.
We acknowledge with deep sorrow and regret that at
certain times in our history we failed some of those
children and young people. To those who did not
receive the best quality care, and to those who may
have experienced physical, sexual, or psychological
abuse whilst under our care, we offer you our most
sincere and heartfelt apology.
You did nothing wrong. You already had a
less than ideal start to life and you were the
victims of acts that were inexcusable under any
circumstances. We recognise that such trauma
may have left an immeasurable and lasting
impact on you, your families, your friends and
your communities. To you, we say sorry.
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Taking Action
for Reconciliation
The purpose of our Innovate Reconciliation Action Plan is for Parkerville
Children and Youth Care to actively engage with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples to develop and strengthen relationships in the community
and our workplaces.

We are engaging with staff and stakeholders in
reconciliation through the development and piloting
of innovative strategies that promote meaningful
connection between Parkerville Children and Youth
Care and the communities we operate in, and ultimately
broader Western Australia.
Our Innovate Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) outlines
actions that work towards achieving our organisation’s
unique vision for reconciliation. Commitments within our
RAP are aspirational but they help us to gain a deeper
understanding of how we can make positive change
organisationally and establish the best approach to
advance reconciliation.
In April 2021 we were thrilled to officially launch our
Innovate RAP on campus in Parkerville and have
Reconciliation WA’s Chair, Carol Innes, and CEO Jody
Nunn, Yokai, leaders of Noongar Family Safety and
Wellbeing Council, our children in care, as well as
many supportive community members and leaders
attend. The launch marked an important step towards
reconciliation for Parkerville Children and Youth Care.
We understand that the RAP is more than ticking a
box, it is growth within our organisation to ensure
we develop, maintain and nuture our connection
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and
communities for decades to come.
While our RAP is extensive, some select areas that
we are moving forward with include exploring new
opportunities to form relationships with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander groups and organisations,
extending invitations to staff and community members
to share their stories, experiences and learnings of
reconciliation to enhance Parkerville Children and Youth
Care’s understanding of reconciliation, and engaging
with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff and
advisors to consult on policy.

Parkerville Children and Youth Care’s commitment to
reconciliation means that we can connect with people
and communities more deeply and meaningfully to
make positive change.
Tony Hansen
General Manager Cultural Advisory Services
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Fundraising for their Future
The future and wellbeing of thousands of children, young people and their
families impacted by trauma from abuse is dependent upon Parkerville Children
and Youth Care expanding its reach, scope of services and accessibility to those
in need.
Ensuring financial sustainability and the development
of pipeline funding is crucial to the future of Parkerville
Children and Youth Care, and the services and supports
we provide to those most vulnerable members of our
community; children who have been exploited, abused
and neglected.
The last year has been a year of learning, review, analysis
and planning. We have learned that donor giving habits in
Western Australia have remained relatively stable during
the pandemic, as has volunteering and community
fundraising, although in new and innovative formats.
We have reviewed our organisational needs and
capabilities, prioritising the implementation of our Digital
Transformation Strategy which will facilitate relevant
and deeper engagement with those who support the
work we do, and ensuring our staff spend more time
doing the work they are passionate about, rather than
administrative tasks.
We have conducted assessments of our fundraising and
marketing analytics and the return on investment of our
fundraising activities, and we have taken this intelligence
to consolidate, plan and develop innovative ways of
securing Parkerville Children and Youth Care's financial
sustainability for the future.
An important component of the fundraising and
development pipeline pivots on the strength of our brand,
what it is, what it stands for, and our purpose. Parkerville
Children and Youth Care is a part of the Western

Australian community and has earned a reputation as
a champion of all children, but especially those children
who are denied an opportunity to be heard. In listening to
those we serve, we provide them with a voice.
We know that our supporters, stakeholders and
community want to hear of the impact their contribution
has on the lives of those we serve. They want to hear the
stories behind the statistics, and how their involvement,
in whatever form that takes, provides the opportunity for
a child or young person to reshape their future. And in
doing so, how supporting those immediate and extended
families supports those children and young people.
Whilst there are strict privacy requirements around
sharing these case studies, they are stories of hope,
resilience and courage and they deserve to be shared.
Our activities, messaging and engagement will always
be aligned to our values – bold and courageous,
curious and humble, caring and respectful, truthful and
accountable and above all, hopeful.
It is this sense of hope that propels us forward.
Together we are stronger, have more impact, reach more
children, young people and their families, and create a
brighter future for those we serve through specialist
advocacy, therapeutic services, education and
employment training, and Out of Home Care.
Together we can create a community where all
children and young people feel safe to dream, to thrive,
and to reach their fullest potential. Thank you for your
continued support.
Ra Stewart
Executive Manager Strategy and Business Development
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Finances
Parkerville Children and Youth Care receives income through contracts as awarded by various
funding bodies which assist to provide services in the community, philanthropic grants which
develop innovation and capacity, alongside investment income and donations gifted by
the community.
Parkerville Children and Youth Care is a registered charity with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits
Commission (ACNC) and holds a Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) status as endorsed by the Australian Taxation
Office (ATO). This means the community is able to make tax-deductible donations to our organisation and can
trust that we operate in a transparent and ethical manner at all times.

Sources of funding

Expenditures

During the 2020/2021 financial year, Parkerville
Children and Youth Care received $19.1 million in
income which enabled our team to continue to provide
services to children, young people, and families.

During the 2020/2021 financial year, Parkerville
Children and Youth Care employed 163 staff, the vast
majority of them, directly providing services for
our clients.

The Western Australian State Government continues
to be a key stakeholder, with 71% of our funds
being from contracts awarded by the Western
Australian State Government and used to provide
highly specialised contracted services to some of
our community’s most vulnerable children, young
people and families. A further 2% is provided by the
Commonwealth Government, supplementing our funds
for these services.

Increases in revenue and activity resulted in program
expenditure of $15.7m. In response to the external
environment, including COVID-19, risk was reduced
through a focus on reducing overhead costs and
non-critical staff, with this expenditure reducing
to $1.6m. Therefore creating lean structures on which
to base future purposeful improvements.

As always Parkerville Children and Youth Care is
grateful for the philanthropic support we receive. Our
grants from Westpac, Criminal confiscation funds
alongside Telethon and the proceeds of our Parkerville
Charity lunch enable us to deliver our Child Advocacy
and MIST services. We are also fortunate to have
Lotterywest funding to support our innovation work in
out of home care.

Income

State
Commmonwealth
Philanthropy
Other

Given the historic nature of the work Parkerville
Children and Youth Care participates in, there are
civil and Redress claims currently underway, or being
settled. Parkerville Children and Youth Care has
provisioned for these claims which will be paid from
historic assets and not operational or donated funds.

Operating expenditure

71%
2%
24%
3%

Children & Youth Residential

65%

Therapeutic Services

15%

Youth & Community Services

11%

Education Services

4%

Child Advocacy Services

5%
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Thank You
We are incredibly grateful to our valued supporters for their contribution to our mission to
help make Western Australia the safest place in the world to bring up children.
The support we receive from every facet of the
organisation is integral to providing the best service and
giving hope to the centre of our Universe, vulnerable
Western Australian children and young people.
Thank you to our:
•

Board: For your guidance of Parkerville Children and
Youth Care

•

Children, young people, and families: For placing
your trust in us to help you and provide the care and
support you deserve so you have hope for a brighter
future

•

Communities: For welcoming us and our team into
your communities

•

Corporate Partners: For your commitment to
helping the community and the children and
young people we serve

•

Donors: For helping us to provide better services for
the children and young people we serve

•

Employees: For your dedication to helping the
children and young people we serve

•

WA Government: For your ongoing support and
funding of vital programs

•

Volunteers: For supporting us in the work we do.

Our Major Supporters
Government of Western Australia

Department of Communities
Child Protection and Family Support
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Parkerville Children and Youth Care (Inc)
Phone: 08 9235 7000
Email: administration@parkerville.org.au
Address: 1 Watertank Way, Midland WA 6056

www.parkerville.org.au
ABN: 86 437 092 401

